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SigmaTron International 
(NASDAQ:SGMA) is a full service 
EMS provider with a network of 
manufacturing facilities in the 
United States, Mexico, China and 
Vietnam.  
 
We focus on companies who want 
highly customized service plus a 
scalable global manufacturing 
footprint. 
 
We serve a diversified set of 
markets which include: aero-
space/defense, appliance,    
consumer electronics, gaming, 
fitness, industrial electronics, med-
ical/life sciences, semiconductor, 
telecommunications and automo-
tive. Our quality certifications 
include ISO 9001:2015, ISO 
13485:2016, IATF 16949:2016 
and AS9100D. We are also 
International Traffic in Arms Regu-
lations (ITAR) registered. 
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Optimizing Test Strategy for Lowest Total Cost 

SigmaTron International’s Supply Chain Man-

agement (SCM) team is working diligently to 

continue to support customer requirements in 

an environment where lead-times have im-

proved as suppliers continue to catch up with 

demand, but new challenges have been pre-

sented. 

“Materials availability continues to improve. 

However, forecasting has been challenging for 

customers because end customer behavior is 

not aligning with historical demand patterns,” 

said John Sheehan, Vice President, Director of 

Supply Chain. 

From a materials perspective, the global tight-

ness in the market has significantly diminished. 

However, select commodity types continue to 

have extended lead-times. 

“We see insulated gate bipolar transistors 

In product development, test strategy devel-

opment is often well underway before a con-

tract manufacturer is consulted. Even when a 

contract manufacturer is involved, the focus is 

often on tooling and non-recurring engineering 

(NRE) cost rather than on throughput and re-

work cost.  

The best way to illustrate the benefits of a 

focus on test strategy is to look at the way 

process inspection has evolved. One of the 

reasons that 3D solder paste inspection (SPI) 

has gained in popularity is that companies 

have come to understand that the quality of 

solder paste disposition has a huge impact on 

Supply Chain Management Team Effectively 
Navigates Materials Challenges 

whether there are workmanship-related defects 

later in the process. Screen for variations at 

that point and a large percentage of potential 

defects are eliminated before components are 

attached to the printed circuit board assembly 

(PCBA). Similarly, in-process inspection by auto-

mated optical inspection (AOI) and x-ray help 

screen out workmanship defects before the 

product gets to test. In fact, the argument that a 

production line with tight process control and a 

series of inline inspections won’t generate work-

manship-related defects is valid enough that it 

is often used to justify little or no additional 

(Continued on page 2) 

(IGBTs), MOSFETs and semiconductors involved in 

automotive sensing continuing to have extended 

lead-times. The electronics component market-

place is still catching up with the increased elec-

tronic content in vehicles so we don’t see this situ-

(Continued on page 3) 

SigmaTron’s supply chain management team combines 

real-time systems with an IPO in Taiwan and localized 

purchasing support at each facility. 
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testing between the electron-

ics contract manufacturer and 

the customer. 

“The fallacy of that argument 

is that it presumes that PCBAs 

are populated with 100 per-

cent known good components. 

The reality is that the rigors of 

shipment and high tempera-

ture processing do create 

bad components. Legacy 

products have even higher 

risks in this area, since they 

often use aging component inventories,” 

said Andrew Vo, Director of Manufacturing 

& Test Engineering in SigmaTron Interna-

tional’s Union City, CA facility. 

The goal of in-process inspection is to catch 

and fix defects as early as possible to 

eliminate the redundant processing and 

scrap associated with rework.  

“The same logic applies to test strategy. If 

the primary driver of failures in test is bad 

components and the testing process doesn’t 

identify those until accelerated life testing 

causes them to fall out, the units have gone 

through a lot of unnecessary processing,” 

Andrew added. 

Since that type of test simply identifies a 

non-working unit, determining which com-

ponent failed consumes excessive techni-

cian debug time. If the accelerated lifecy-

cle testing is done after higher level as-

sembly, there is also time spent disassem-

bling the unit to get to the PCBA that 

failed. 

Comparatively, when flying probe or in-

circuit test (ICT) is used as an initial screen-

(Continued from page 1) 

ing tool at the beginning of the test process, 

component failures are identified before sig-

nificant test activity or higher level assembly 

processes have been performed. Because 

these tools are precise in defect identification, 

debug time is substantially reduced.  

Assuming a PCBA can be designed with 100 

percent coverage, ICT will provide the best 

throughput. When product design engineers 

collaborate with test engineers to design in 

the needed accessibility and built-in test ca-

pability, ICT can be exploited to reduce the 

complexity or even the need for functional 

testing and/or added component accelerated 

lifecycle testing. 

The challenge is determining if the available 

PCBA real estate can provide the required 

level of accessibility. In cases where ICT test 

coverage is below 80 percent, different strat-

egies need to be evaluated.  On a medium-

sized PCBA with 650 components, 80 percent 

coverage can translate to over 100 compo-

nents not being tested. While functional test-

ing alone will detect some issues, it may not 

detect a component near failure and often 

isn’t precise in identifying root cause. A com-

bination of flying probe, functional 

testing and burn-in/accelerated life 

testing may be the solution, particu-

larly when flying probe’s ability to 

measure component voltage is uti-

lized. 

In analog and digital components, 

and bipolar transistors, a flying 

probe tester can detect the device 

voltage or capacitance and deter-

mine if the device has issues based 

on the voltage it detects. These 

tests can be conducted regardless 

of accessibility. If the layout is 

densely populated, the PCBA 

maybe probed down to 10-15 mils for 

this testing. While flying probe is much 

slower than ICT from a throughput stand-

point, it represents a faster option for 

detecting bad components than burn-in 

or accelerated lifecycle testing. A com-

plex functional test can easily have a 

$100,000 development cost, so evaluat-

ing initial pre-functional test screening 

options may save money by simplifying 

the programming scope of work for func-

tional test. This type of testing also saves 

debug time and money, since flying 

probe will identify the component failure 

more precisely.  

“When we are able to work with a cus-

tomer’s design team early in the design 

process, we can often help them save 

significant test development costs. Even 

when a PCBA is designed with limited 

test coverage, we may be able to sug-

gest a more cost effective test strategy 

than a team that has been siloed from 

the manufacturing process will come up 

with, since we look at it from a total cost 

perspective,” said Andrew.  

 

Test Strategy 

In-circuit test (ICT) typically offers the best throughput option when vol-

umes and appropriate levels of test coverage justify its use. 



 

until we have received a refund from US 

Customs,” added John. 

On a positive note, the options for tariff 

mitigation continue to expand.  

“Products manufactured in our Mexico 

and Vietnam facilities are typically not 

subject to duties and our supply chain is 

helping to mitigate tariffs at the compo-

nent level through its import practices. 

Our China facility continues to be a great 

option for companies selling domestically 

in China or for products shipping to the 

EU or other locations outside the United 

States,” said John. 

From a supply chain perspective, the 

majority of SigmaTron’s component 

suppliers are mitigating tariffs in one 

of three ways. Some distributors have 

established foreign trade zones 

(FTZs) within the USA and are able to 

ship product through the FTZ into 

another country or bonded ware-

house with no tariff liability. Others 

depend on SigmaTron to provide 

export documentation on components 

it ships that are destined for one of 

its Mexican facilities so they can 

eventually get duty drawback. Some 

suppliers have set up warehouses in 

Mexico to supply parts to Mexican 

factories.  

“Our global network of facilities positions 

us well to mitigate tariffs from a produc-

tion standpoint. Our suppliers truly de-

serves kudos for the support they have 

given us in terms of navigating this year’s 

market challenges, both in terms of tariffs 

and demand variability. We are working 

equally hard to support our customers’ 

market challenges. Transparency and 

clear communication continue to be key 

ingredients in successfully addressing 

these issues,” said John. 
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Supply Chain  

ation improving in the near-term in spite 

of automotive sales having softened. 

However, the overall materials constraint 

situation is much improved,” he added. 

Customer forecasts have had more vari-

ance than usual. 

“Demand patterns have been more diffi-

cult to predict this year. Economically, 

there are a lot of factors that may be 

contributing. The trade war has added 

some unpredictability in end customer 

purchases. Improved component availa-

bility may also have driven some 

change to forecasts. Our suppliers 

have really stepped up to the plate 

to help in both this area and with 

tariff mitigation. They truly have 

epitomized the definition of partners 

in terms of helping us maintain ap-

propriate inventory levels, address 

supply chain constraints and mitigate 

tariffs,” said John. 

The tariff situation continues to add 

SCM challenges. 

“We are now on List 4 of the tariffs 

which applies 15 percent to some 

HTSUS codes. We are also now 

starting to see the Office of the U.S. 

Trade Representative issue very 

specific exemptions to tariffs. Typically, 

exemptions come about as the result of 

lobbying by specific industries or compa-

nies within those industries. The resulting 

exemption ends the Section 301 tariff 

associated that product. However, the 

products must conform exactly to the 

HTSUS code and the specific language as 

spelled out in the exemption.  

For example, an exemption might call out 

a specific type of assembly with a subas-

(Continued from page 1) sembly, which has a unique HTSUS code. How-

ever, the product may have been imported as 

an assembly under a related HTSUS code 

without referencing the use that is now specifi-

cally related to the exemption. 

“It is important for customers to continue to 

notify us as they learn of exemptions so we 

can ensure we are using the right HTSUS code 

relative to that exemption to eliminate tariffs 

on product currently in transit. We may also 

apply for duty drawback to refund significant 

portions of previous duties paid on products 

imported under the exempted HTSUS code 

when that option is available to us. That said, 

the duty drawback process is complex and 

lengthy and often involves submitting paper-

work from multiple entities involved in the im-

port or export process. For this reason, an 

outside consulting firm that specializes in duty 

drawback and works for a fee plus percent-

age of recovered duty often manages the 

effort. To date, we haven’t heard of a single 

supplier we work with successfully getting a 

duty drawback refund check, even on simpler 

component-related transactions. Our policy 

continues to be that we cannot refund duties 

SigmaTron’s Mexico and Vietnam facilities offer tariff mitigation 

options while SigmaTron’s China facility continues to be a good 

option for product sold in China or in countries other than the US. 
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Have a suggestion or article idea?  

Contact Curtis Campbell, VP Sales, West Coast Operations 

Phone: 510-477-5004  

Email: curtis.campbell@sigmatronintl.com  

SigmaTron International Sponsors Silicon Valley MPO Summit 
SigmaTron International is a Silver 

Sponsor of the MPO Summit which 

will be held on Oct. 3-4 at the 

Marriott San Francisco Waterfront 

Hotel. 

“We’ve found this type of a fo-

cused medical event creates a much 

stronger networking environment than 

found at most trade shows. The confer-

ence topics are timely and focused on 

issues that are critical to the medtech 

community. Having this year’s event in 

the Bay area literally across a bridge 

with a keen awareness of innova-

tion in the space, Medical Product 

Outsourcing’s conference series, 

the MPO Summit, has provided 

the medtech industry with the com-

prehensive programs for more 

than 10 years.  

This year’s conference includes sessions 

discussing supply chain management, 

product security, additive manufactur-

ing quality considerations, disruptive 

technologies and a changing regulatory 

environment. 

from our Union City facility is a huge 

plus,” said Curtis Campbell, Vice Presi-

dent of Sales West Coast. 

Focusing on the world of outsourcing for 

medical device manufacturing coupled 

Follow SigmaTron International on Social Media 

Looking for educational whitepapers and 

articles related to outsourcing or manufac-

turing best practices? SigmaTron Interna-

tional’s blog: and Linkedin company page 

offer a range of options. 

Informational material includes: 

• Six benefits of choosing an EMS pro-

vider with product design capabilities 

• Traceability areas EMS provider sys-

tems should support 

• Outsourcing strategies 

• Trade War tariff mitigation strategies 

• SigmaTron’s Lean Manufacturing col-

umn in Circuits Assembly magazine 

https://sigmatronintl.wordpress.com/

